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Abstrat
A new algorithm has been developed to ompute low Mah Numbers superritial uid ows. The algorithm is applied
using a nite volume method based on the SIMPLER algorithm. Its main advantages are to derease signiantly
the CPU time, and the possibility for superritial uid ow modelisation to use other disretisation methods (suh
as spetral methods and/or nite dierenes) and other algorithms suh as PISO or projetion. It makes it possible
to solve 3D problems within reasonable CPU time even when onsidering omplex equations of state. The algorithm
is given after rst a brief desription of the previously existing algorithm to solve for superritial uids. The side
and bottom heated near ritial arbon dioxide lled avity problems are respetively solved and ompared to the
previously obtained results.
1. Introdution
In the last deade, numerous numerial works
have been devoted to the modeling of superritial
uids (SCF)[1,2,3,4,5,6,7℄, espeially near their gas-
liquid ritial point. In fat, suh uids exhibit quite
unusual properties, behaving as highly expandable
gases with liquid-like density. An important point
whih has been pointed out is the apparition of
the so-alled piston eet in a losed superritial
uid ell heated on a wall, where this piston ef-
fet ats like a fourth mode of transport of energy.
As a matter of fat, Onuki and al [1℄ pointed out
the thermodynami importane of the adiabati
heating while a more detailed hydrodynami meh-
anism of thermalization was proposed by Zappoli
and al [2℄. Close to the sample wall, heat diusion
makes a thin hot boundary layer expand and om-
press adiabatially the rest of the uid. A spatially
uniform heating of the bulk uid ours [1℄with a
thermalization whih should proess at the veloity
of sound [2℄. Simultaneously, some dediated ex-
periments [8,9,10℄ have evidened the existene of
minute (a few µm/s, see [10℄) but really eient
ows at the border of the expanding diusive layer
and ompressed bulk uid, independently of the
losed geometries under onsideration [10℄. Suh
an eet is aounted for into the transport equa-
tions through soure terms, whih are non-linearly
related between density, temperature and pressure,
and a real equation of state of superritial uid.
The various researh who have been onduted
while treating ritial uids have been done at
very low mah numbers Ma (where Ma= ow ve-
loity/speed of sound). Depending on the Mah
number and on the transient or not harater of the
ow, depending on the type of uid, ideal or very
expandable as superritial uids are, the relative
strength of the oupling of mass, momentum, en-
ergy and equation of state an be very disparate
and one annot use an universal eient method for
all the range of Mah number. As a matter of fats
the dynami oupling with pressure as introdued
in high veloity ows propagates by the equation
of state to the work of pressure fores in the energy
balane beause of the strong pressure gradient. In
the ase of very low veloity ows of ideal gazes
this term is vanishing and the energy balane is
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mainly governed by heat diusion while the mo-
mentum balane is that of a non ompressible uid
in the Boussinesq approximation. However when
it ame neessary to ompute unsteady ows of
very expandable uids like near ritial uids, new
problems arose. These uids are haraterized by
diverging isothermal expansion oeient, isother-
mal ompressibility, thermal ondutivity and heat
apaity at onstant pressure, their exponent being
suh that the heat diusion goes to zero when near-
ing the ritial point of the phase diagram. Their
isentropi ompressibility, linked to the veloity of
sound whih goes to zero very slowly, remains om-
parable to that of ideal uids. This is why the term
hyper ompressible uids as often enountered for
superritial uid an be misleading and it is better
to say hyper expandable uids. This mean rst
that the oupling between veloity and pressure is
still very weak in the momentum balane equation.
However due to the diverging isothermal expansion
oeient, the equation of state is no longer a pas-
sive link between density, pressure and temperature
sine it makes the density variations in heat diu-
sion layer to be several order of magnitude larger
than the temperature ones. Aordingly, the term
of the energy balane whih represents the work of
the pressure fores due to the deformation of a uid
element during its motion beomes prominent, as it
is in high veloity ideal uid ows. The onsequene
of this fat was the numerial diulties enoun-
tered during the rst attempts to alulate heat
propagation by thermoaousti oupling in super-
ritial uids. In superritial uids where we work
in a losed geometries, the heat input generates a
piston type eet in whih the isentropi ompres-
sion due to the slow motion generated by this piston
eet is modied by aousti waves. These waves
propagate bak and forth many times, beause they
are reeted at the walls of the domain. In that
problem, we have one length sale, let say domain
size, and two times sales: the long time it takes the
slow diusive ow to travel one length sale and the
short time it takes an aousti waves to travel one
length sale. Therefore, the numerial approahes
have opted for two solutions to ompletely treat
heat transfer phenomena: the rst one onsiders
the simulation in time of the order of aousti time
and remains appropriate to aount for initial heat-
ing period, while the seond one aounts for time
higher than the piston eet time up to diusive
time. In the rst ase, the full transport equations
are taken without any approximation, whereas in
the seond ase in order to have in the numerial
algorithm time steps whih are not drastially small
(in the order of aousti time), one has to resort to
the low mah number ltering approximation [3℄.
The low mah number ltering deouples the den-
sity from the dynami pressure whih is the pressure
part dependent both on spae and time [11,12,13℄.
The other pressure part refers as a thermodynami
pressure in the following text and it is a part de-
pendent only in time, exept when its aounts for
a possible loal ontribution due to the hydrostati
pressure whih plays a signiant role in superrit-
ial uids under gravity eld, even for very small
heights of the ell [5℄. As a onsequene the numer-
ial algorithms hosen have been limited to nite
volume methods whih require exessive amount
of CPU time due to the neessary iterative sheme
for oupling all equations, one has to keep in mind
that due to the singularities arising near the ritial
point diret methods of resolution have failed [7℄.
In this paper we present an algorithm whih de-
ouples at eah time step the energy equation and
the equation of state from the momentum and mass
onservation equations. This deoupling brings a
substantial redution of the CPU time enabling a
more straightforward extension to 3D modeling. It
also permits to use other methods than nite vol-
umes, i.e. nite dierenes and spetral methods,
enables one to use besides SIMPLE and SIMPLER
algorithms[14℄, more diret algorithms suh as PISO
[15℄ or a modied projetion tehnique [16℄, and -
nally gives the possibility to extend simulation us-
ing any omplex equation of state (EOS). The algo-
rithm is also appliable to several situations enoun-
tered in low mah numbers ows as for example in
subsoni ombustion problems, or, more generally,
in ows with veloities muh smaller than speed of
sound but having important density variation with
temperature.
The paper is organized as follows: Setion 2 de-
sribes the previous algorithm used in the model-
ing of SCF under the low Mah number approxima-
tion and then desribe the new algorithm. Setion
3 shows numerial validation for two typial exam-
ples, before onluding in Setion 4.
2. Numerial algorithm and Low mah
number ltering
In the present ase, where we interest ourselves to
ritial uids, we have to point out rst the major
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diulties whih arise when approahing the ritial
point. Going to the limit lose to the ritial point,
the main physial properties are diverging, terms
suh as the pressure work in the energy equation
are beoming as in ompressible ows most leading
terms and are in fat the terms in the equations re-
sponsible for the piston eet with a uniform rise
of the temperature in the bulk for losed domains[1℄.
In addition, the most straightforward equation of
state whih we an use to desribe these real u-
ids is the van der Waals equation of state whih is
non linear and for whih a diret resolution is not
possible lose to the ritial point due to the fat
that this equation degenerates lose to the ritial
point[7℄. Therefore one has to use iterative method
to solve for the density, the thermodynami pres-
sure and the temperature. The onvergene for this
triplet (P − ρ − T ) beomes quite slow due to the
above and due to the fat also that in order to ob-
tain the pressure work term in the energy equation,
we have to obtain the divergene of the veloity eld
through the solving of the momentum equation and
the equation of onservation of mass.
Most of the interesting physis ontained in study-
ing the SCF are inherently transient, this brings us
to another aspet whih is: even tough we are in an
hyper expandable uid, the uid veloities are muh
smaller than the speed of sound for the ases we
would like to onsider, i.e. small temperature pertur-
bations of suh uids. Therefore another diulty
appears whih this time puts the stringed on the size
of the time step, the uids being onsidered as low
Mah number uids[11,12,13℄. We then enounter
the same diulties as in low Mah number om-
bustion, where the aousti pressure waves fore the
algorithm for not beoming unstable to adopt small
time steps: these time steps have to satisfy the CFL
ondition that requires a time step size smaller than
the grid size times the reiproal of the largest wave
speed:
∆t 6
∆x
max(c+ |v|)
(1)
where c is the speed of sound, v the ow veloity
and ∆x the grid size.
There are two main approahes for solving low
Mah number ows; the rst one, is to use om-
pressible solvers (density based)[17℄; and the seond
one, is in extending inompressible solvers (pressure
based) towards this regime[18℄. Both of these teh-
niques will anyway suer from the pressure aous-
ti waves, in order to alleviate these restritions on
time step two distint tehniques have been pro-
posed, preonditioning and asymptoti[17,19,20,21℄.
Preonditioning tehniques have many drawbaks
for transient low Mah number ows and therefore
have not been onsidered in this work. In the asymp-
toti tehnique or perturbation approah[12℄, a l-
tered form of the equations is employed to eliminate
system stiness. We expand all the variables in Tay-
lor series in power terms of the Mah number, to do
that we assume that the low Mah number asymp-
toti analysis is a regular perturbation problem, i.e.
all ow variables an be expanded in power series
ofMa (ow veloity/speed of sound) as for example
the pressure whih an be written as follow:
P (X, t,Ma) = P0(X, t) +Map1(X, t) (2)
+M2ap2 (X, t) +O
(
M3a
)
P0, p1 and p2 are alled the zeroth- (or leading),
rst- and seond-order pressure respetively.
The asymptoti analysis of the momentum equa-
tion implies that
∇P0 = 0 (3)
∇p1 = 0 (4)
and it shows that for the purpose of solving the l-
tered transport equations it is neessary only to re-
tain the seond order term in the above expansion
(2) whih yield to:
P (X, t,Ma) = P0(t) +M
2
ap2(X, t) +O(M
3
a ) (5)
Equations (3) and (4) express that the zeroth-and
rst order pressure terms in the series expansion of
the total pressure are independent on spae and only
dependent on time.
The other variables whih are T the temperature,
ρ the density and V the vetor veloity with ompo-
nents Ui, are expanded in the same manner in terms
of Ma number:
V (X, t,Ma) = V 0(X, t) +MaV 1(X, t)
+M2aV 2(X, t)
+O(M3a )
(6)
T (X, t,Ma) = T0(X, t) +MaT1(X, t)
+M2aT2(X, t)
+O(M3a )
(7)
ρ(X, t,Ma) = ρ0(X, t) +Mρa1(X, t)
+M2aρ2(X, t)
+O(M3a )
(8)
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Again the asymptoti analysis shows that only the
zeroth order terms have to be retained in equations
(6-8).
Using the above asymptoti expansions and re-
plaing them in the transport equations of real u-
ids with van der Waals equation of state, we obtain
the following dimensional equations (where g is the
gravity vetor ):
i) Mass onservation equation:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂ρUi
∂xi
= 0 (9)
ii) Momentum equation:
∂ρUi
∂t
+
∂ρUjUi
∂xj
= −
∂p2
∂xi
+
∂
[
µ
(
∂Ui
∂xj
+
∂Uj
∂xi
)]
∂xj
−
2
3
µ
∂
(
∂Ui
∂xj
)
∂xi
+ ρg
(10)
iii) Energy equation (written here in term of Cv
and a visous dissipation term φ, see below):
∂ρCvT
∂t
+
∂ρUjCvT
∂xi
=
∂
[
λ (T )
(
∂T
∂xj
)]
∂xj
−(P0 + aρ
2)
∂Ui
∂xi
+φ
(11)
iv) The van der Waals equation of state (with a
and b as uid-dependent parameters):
P0 + aρ
2 =
ρT
1− bρ
(12)
The van der Waals equation leads to onsider the
isohori spei heat CV to be onstant. Jointly
to the use of this above lassial equation of state,
the singular behavior of the thermal ondutivity λ
(estimated at onstant ritial density) is approxi-
mated under the mean-eld theory as follows:
λ (T ) = λb (T ) + λ
MF τ−1/2 (13)
where the label MF realls for the mean-eld value
1
2
for the ritial exponent of the power law in terms
of τ = T−TcTc [T (Tc) is the (ritial) temperature℄. λb
is a bakground estimated far away from the ritial
point. The visosity oeient µ (estimated at on-
stant ritial density) is approximated by its bak-
ground ontribution in the mean eld approxima-
tion. Therefore, the visous dissipation is written as:
φ = 2µ
[(
∂Ui
∂xi
)2]
+ µ
[(
∂Ui
∂xj
+
∂Uj
∂xi
)2]
−
2
3
µ
[(
∂Ui
∂xi
+
∂Uj
∂xj
)2]
More generally, we note that the van der Waals
equation for thermodynami properties as mean
eld approximations for transport properties does
not only give us a phenomenologial singular behav-
ior for unusual properties suh as ompressibility,
heat apaity at onstant pressure, et. but also
needs to introdue analytial singular expression for
the transport properties as for example for the ther-
mal ondutivity (13). However, we have onsidered
the isohori spei heat at onstant volume CV
to be onstant, as well as the visosity µ, beause,
for both of these two properties, their values are
dedued from bakground ontribution due to the
fat that their ritial exponents of divergene are
very low and that they an be negleted for the
values of distanes to the ritial point we are on-
sidering in our numerial work (τ > 10−4). Even
tough the speed of sound is dereasing when om-
ing lose to the ritial point, it stays however nite
with values not lower than 50ms−1, implying that
the Mah number stays of the order of 10−5. There-
fore under the approximation of low Mah number
where the ltering of aousti waves means that
the time step in the numerial algorithm is bound
only by the ow veloity as opposed to the speed
of sound, the above superritial uid equations
have been modeled exlusively with nite volume
iterative methods[14℄. The hoie for suh iterative
methods was quite natural due to the fat that the
main physial properties have strong temperature
variations, and that the divergene term in the en-
ergy equation was the main term in exhibiting the
so-alled piston eet. In superritial uids, we
annot avoid the iterative proess oupling the ther-
modynami pressure, the temperature and the den-
sity. This has implied that other numerial meth-
ods suh as spetral methods[16℄, nite dierenes
and shemes suh as PISO or projetion methods
have been disregarded. In this paper, we will start
from the previously existing numerial algorithm
[3℄desribed below to introdue a new algorithm
whih takes fully in aount the low Mah number
nature of the ow in losed avities for superritial
uids, and through an Adams-Bashforth sheme
[16,24,25,26,27℄ enables us to avoid the iterative
proess for the momentum and ontinuity equation
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leading to a substantial saving in CPU times.
2.1. Desription of algorithm 1
We have rst developed Cartesian and Polar
three dimensional odes where the disretisation
of equations (9-12) used a nite volume tehnique
[14℄leading to a nite set of algebrai equations that
an be solved iteratively in a segregated manner.
The solver hosen to aomplish suh task are the
BICGSTAB for temperature and veloities, and a
preonditioned onjugate gradient for pressure. To
ouple momentum equation to ontinuity equation
several methods are available, but when turning to
nite volume, the most ommon methods used are
the SIMPLE family type and its derivatives (SIM-
PLEST, SIMPLEC, SIMPLER, PISO). The tem-
poral sheme for onvetive part has several hoies
whih are: hybrid sheme, power law sheme, Quik
family shemes. For the examples shown later in
this paper, they have been treated using the power
law sheme. The SCF equations are inherently tran-
sient and imply to hoose an algorithm whih will
optimize the resolution at eah time step. The ideal
andidate should be a modied PISO algorithm (a
preditor  orretor algorithm lose in essene to
the projetion method of Chorin[21,16℄) where one
does not need to iterate at eah time step. Unfortu-
nately as said earlier, the strong oupling between
energy, density and thermodynami pressure needs
an iterative sheme and PISO annot ope with
the SCF system of equations for reasonable time
steps without an outer iterative loop. In our ase,
the SIMPLE and SIMPLER algorithms have been
hosen to treat the equations and their algorithm is
rigorously the same as the original algorithms de-
sribed by Patankar[14℄, the only speial treatment
being the solution of the density and the thermody-
nami pressure whih is shown hereafter.
The van der Waals equation of state being non
linear, if written as F (ρ) = 0, it has vanishing rst
derivative F ′(ρ) near the ritial point. The latter
does not allow for a diret solution using methods
suh as Newton-Raphson. So we have to resort to
a linearization of the equation of sate and solve the
density iteratively. This done through the following
linearization:
ρk+1 = f(ρk) (14)
With
F (ρ) =
(
P0 + aρ
2
)
(1− bρ)
T
(15)
or
F (ρ) =
(
P0 + aρ
2
)
T + b (P0 + aρ2)
(16)
The onvergene rate of suh linearization an be
found in Aary & Raspo [7℄.
In order to lose the system, we need an equa-
tion to derive the thermodynami pressure P0. This
equation is obtained through the onservation of
mass as follow: ∫
Ω
ρdΩ =
∫
Ω
ρ0dΩ (17)
Ω being the uid domain and ρ0 the initial density. It
has been found that internal iterations on equation
(15) or (16) inside the SIMPLER iteration improve
drastially the onvergene stability and enables to
take bigger time steps than in the ase without inner
iterations. When solving P0 from equation (17) and
using Eq. (16), P0 in the numerator is at iteration
k+1 and P0 in the denominator at iteration k.
We an summarize the dierent steps of the reso-
lution as follow for eah time step:
(i) Solve the density eld and the thermodynami
pressure using a known temperature
(ii) Solve the momentum equations applying SIM-
PLER or SIMPLE algorithm
(iii) Solve onservation of mass
(iv) Construt the divergene term and the visous
dissipation term going to the energy equation
through the veloity just alulated at step 3
(v) Solve the energy equation with the previously
omputed thermodynami pressure at step 1
(vi) Repeat to step 1 or ahieve onvergene on a
onvergene riteria alulated for eah depen-
dent variable
The slowness of the onvergene of the triplet
(T, P0, ρ) impats also on the momentum and
mass onservation equations. It is to speed up on-
sequently the onvergene that we have adopted a
new algorithm whih is desribed here after.
2.2. Desription of the improved algorithm 2
We will solve rst the temperature equation (11)
oupled with the van der Waals equation of state
(12) and the divergene of the veloity. In order to
obtain the divergene of the veloity, we will make
use of the following:
5
∇.V =
(1− bρ) dP0dt −∇. (λ∇T )− φ
− (P0 + aρ2) + 2aρ2 (1− bρ)
(18)
The above relation is obtained by taking the ma-
terial derivative of the equation of state, and then
substituting the appropriate terms from the mass
and energy onservation equations, more details an
be found later in the text equations (21-25). Suh a
formulation of the divergene has been used to solve
for low-frequeny vibrations in a near ritial uid
and transform the term soure in the energy equa-
tion without however hanging the algorithm of res-
olution [22,23℄.
We an notie that all the terms in Eq. (18) an be
alulated using only P0, ρ, and T at the exeption
of the visous dissipation term Φ. In the low Mah
number approximation the visous term is of seond
order in terms of Mah number and an be negleted
in our ase, but for sake of generality, we will leave
it in the equations. As desribed in the previous al-
gorithm 1, the thermodynami pressure P0 an be
obtained through the onservation of mass Eq. (17),
the density through the van der Waals equation of
state Eq. (12). If we want to have an eient algo-
rithm we have to deouple the momentum and mass
onservation equations from the state and energy
equation. In order to do that we will resort to an
Adams-Bashforth sheme to linearize the (ρV )
n+1
term in the - onvetive term and the dissipation
term in the energy equation as follow:
(ρV )
n+1
=
3
2
(ρV )
n
−
1
2
(ρV )
n−1
(19)
φn+1 =
3
2
φn −
1
2
φn−1 (20)
By linearizing only the (ρV )
n+1
instead of the full
onvetive term inluding temperature we do not
have to hange the shemes previously used for the
onvetive part (hybrid, power law, quik, smart
et...). The latter is speially useful for nite vol-
ume methods. Whereas in the spetral methods we
an use the Adams-Bashforth disretisation for the
full advetive-onvetive term, the stability of suh
a sheme is disussed in Ouazzani & al[24℄.
We have now deoupled at eah time step the mo-
mentum and mass onservation equations from the
energy and state equations.
It means that through step 1 to 6 at eah time
step the temperature an be solved independently of
veloities at time n+1 but rather by using veloities
at time n, n-1.
The new algorithm will be as follow for eah time
step:
Figure 1. Algorithm 2 organigram
(i) Solve the density eld and the thermodynami
pressure using a known temperature
(ii) Construt the divergene term using equa-
tion (18) and the visous dissipation term
desribed above.
(iii) Solve the energy equation with the previously
omputed thermodynami pressure at step 1,
and use equation (19) for veloities in the on-
vetive term.
(iv) Repeat to step 1 until onvergene is ahieved
on temperature, thermodynami pressure and
density
(v) if onvergene is obtained go to step 6
(vi) Solve the Navier-Stokes equations applying
SIMPLER or SIMPLE algorithm (as shown
in gure 1)
The onvergene speed of these equations be-
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omes similar to the inompressible equivalent.
By doing in suh a manner, we have a better au-
ray in solving temperature, thermodynami pres-
sure and density; the piston eet an be shown
without having to solve the momentum equation for
time of the order of piston time. This approah en-
ables us after optimization to solve more easily three
dimensional problems.
In a future paper, we will present a spetral
method resolution of SCF and an extension to 3D
ylindrial problems.
This treatment an be applied similarlywith other
equations of state as follow:
Let's assume that we have the following relation
for the EOS:
F (ρ, P, T ) = 0 (21)
We an then derive this equation and obtain:
dρ
dt
∂F
∂ρ
+
dT
dt
∂F
∂T
+
dP
dt
∂F
∂P
= 0 (22)
Then using the following two equations in equation
(22):
dT
dt
= −
T
ρ
(
∂P
∂T
)
ρ
∇.V +
1
ρ
∇. (λ∇T ) +
φ
ρ
(23)
dρ
dt
= −ρ∇.V (24)
We obtain an equation for the divergene of veloity:
∇.V =
ρdPdt
∂F
∂P +
∂F
∂T (∇. (λ∇T ) + φ)
ρ
(
ρ∂F∂ρ +
T
ρ
(
∂P
∂T
)
ρ
∂F
∂T
)
(25)
It follows also if another EOS than van der Waals
is hosen that the other physial transport proper-
ties will have also to be redened aordingly.
3. Numerial validation
For numerial validation purpose, we have hosen
two already existing ases whih have been solved
extensively by many authors. These two test ases
are the adiabati heated avity from one side [3℄and
the 2D Rayleigh-Benard problem in a squared
avity[4,7,6℄.
3.1. The 2D adiabati heated square avity
We onsider the problem of the interation be-
tween gravitational onvetion and the piston eet
in a square avity of 1m of side dimension lled
with pure CO
2
set at 1K above the ritial temper-
ature. All its boundaries are thermally insulated ex-
ept the one loated at x=0 where the temperature
is inreased linearly of 10 mK over a period of 1s.
The results obtained with the two methods are very
lose (less than 0.1%) and ompare also to the ones
obtained by Zappoli & al [3℄.
The new algorithm has proved to be more e-
ient in terms of CPU time and a fator of 4 has
been observed in the ase of a mesh of 80 x 80. This
speed up is also due to the fat that the resolution of
the energy equation does not need to reompute at
eah iteration the an oeients appearing in the
nite volume disretisation of the dierential equa-
tions. The iterative set oupling temperature, den-
sity and pressure an even be improved by aNewton-
Raphson type method. The optimization of this al-
gorithm will be presented in a future work with a
spetral ode.
In Fig 2, we present temperature eld obtained
at 4.5s. We will not disuss the physis related to
the test ases due to the fat that they have already
been disussed thoroughly in [3℄. We an just point
out that we observe a hot spot at the left orner
of the avity after the 1s heating period and then
it is onveted for higher times whih onrms the
previous results obtained in [3℄ and by our work with
algorithm 1 presented above.
Through the examination of the steps in the algo-
rithm, we an see that the piston eet is an adia-
bati eet related to a thermodynami relation be-
tween the heat supplied to the system and the gener-
ation of a pressure work resulting in a uid motion.
In the new algorithm, the eet is fully embodied
in the energy equation oupled with an appropriate
EOS and the onservation of mass at eah time step.
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Figure 2. Isotemperature at time t=4.5s with algorithm 2.
Distane to the ritial point 1K.
3.2. The 2D Rayleigh Benard problem in a square
avity
In this seond test ase, we onsider the Rayleigh-
Benard [4,7,6℄ problem whih onsists in heating
from bottom a square avity lled with a super-
ritial uid. The uid is maintained at a onstant
temperature in the upper boundary of the avity
whereas the side boundaries are adiabati and im-
permeable.
The square avity is a two dimensional avity with
10mm sides lled with CO
2
on the ritial isohore,
initially at 1K above the ritial temperature. A
mesh of 70 x 90 is onsidered with strong renement
of the mesh at the four walls. The time step is kept
onstant at 0.05.
The results in this ase agree well with those ob-
tained by Amiroudine & al[4℄. In gs 3 & 4, we show
the temperature ontours for an inrease of 10mK
of the bottom wall, for dierent times at 6.4s and
8.5s, respetively. We observe the thermal plumes
whih appear at the hot and old walls. The piston
eet generates a old boundary layer at the top of
the avity where gravitational instabilities develop
as well as at the heated bottom wall. In gure 5, we
an see the orresponding veloity eld at time 8.5s.
In this present ase, we have the same speed up
as for the side heated 2D avity presented above
but furthermore we an inrease the time step by a
fator of 10. whih leads to a fator of 20 and more
of CPU time gain.
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Figure 3. Isotemperature at time t=6.4s with algorithm 2.
Distane to the ritial point 1K. Same results as with al-
gorithm 1 with a timestep 10 times bigger.
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Figure 4. Isotemperature at time t=8.5s with algorithm 2.
Distane to the ritial point 1K.
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Figure 5. Veloity Field at time t=6s with algorithm 2.
Distane to the ritial point 1K.
4. Conlusion
In this paper, we have developed a new algorithm
to solve low Mah number ows. The algorithm
takes advantage of the low Mah number ltering
by omputing the divergene of veloity from the
three ombined equations (equation of state, mass
onservation and energy), by doing so and using an
Adams-Bashforth disretisation for the onvetive
terms as well as for the visous dissipation term, one
an deouple at eah time step the energy equation
from the momentum and mass onservation equa-
tions. This deoupling results in a better stability
of the full algorithm and allows for a substantial
saving of CPU time. Even if time step limitations
are introdued through the CFL ondition, these
limitations do not lower the time step as ompared
to the fully impliit ase whih is in fat limited in
the time step size by physial aspets.
The other benets of suh an algorithm are to
be able to use non iterative methods suh as PISO,
as well as other disretisation tehniques suh as
pseudo spetral tehniques, and it is easily applied
to lowmah number ows in general (as enountered
in ombustion problems). Existing ode for ideal gas
law an be easily modied to takle superritial u-
ids and 3D problems an be takled in a reasonable
amount of CPU times.
One other main reason to introdue suh an algo-
rithm for low Mah number ritial uids is to be
able to treat problem with real equations of state
other than van der Waals. These EOS are CPU time
onsuming and were not often used whereas now, we
are introduing them in our 2D and 3D nite vol-
ume ode.
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